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Why Does West Brooklyn Depend on Sunset Park High
School?!
Report by: Rashem Daisley

I went to Gloria to ask some questions on how we can

Next, I wanted to know if it should be possible for

make this school better for the students, and what I

students to change their ACs. She said “No! There will

found was nothing close to what I wanted to hear.

always be obstacles and people you don't like. You
should learn to get along with them unless they are not

First I wanted to know what she could do to make

doing their jobs.”

the lunch any better because we all know it's disgusting.
She told me that the food comes from Sunset Park
high school and she cannot control what is sent to us
here at West Brooklyn. She also suggested some
alternatives such as pizza days, and sandwich stations.

Photograph taken by Rafael Tapia

Finally, I wanted to know why West Brooklyn
doesn't have a school nurse! She told me there is no
place for a nurse to go and it is illegal for a nurse to
Photograph taken by Seleny Pena

share a room with someone else, also a nurse needs an
office with a sink that West Brooklyn does not have.
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POETRY corner
By: Bryan Olivares
The School is on the ground
No sound
We Are Bound to Face these walls of Terror
We now make a letter showing our school’s thoughts
and achievements
Improvements? Down the drain

Oh my I’m nervous

So much pain in the brain

Showcase is on the loose

No Lacking just stacking all these newspapers

Time to brighten up, time to shine

To make a one hell of a story

People watch me as I speak

∞

Speak nothing but the truth
I speak for myself and for others who support me
In thee conflict

HOROSCOPE
By: Brisly Ben Monroy

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)

It’s cold frozen solid blue
Hot chocolate? Yes please
The leaves are orange (its fall)
Walking the streets all alone
Another day goes by
A Day to give thanks

RELATIONSHIP - If you’re in a relationship this is the best time to

Happy thanksgiving

make things better, work on issues and get closer to your partner.

Gobble wobble eat up and get stuffed

TALKING STAGE - If you not sure about this specific person or

What a wonderful Day to spend with the family rather than
swimming alone....

where you both stand, this month would be the month where you would
know if you should move forward with them or walk Away .

SINGLE – Somebody special is coming into your life!
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IPhone VS Galaxy/ Android:
Which do you prefer?
By: Gaetano Capillo and Seleny Pena

We wanted to find out what our readers prefer for a cell phone. So, we went out and conducted a survey
of staff and students here at West Brooklyn. Below is what people said about each phone.

iPhone
” It's simple to use”
“Quality is better”
“I'm used to it”
“I have never tried the Galaxy I like
apple Products”
“Puts everything together”
“Easier to use”

Galaxy/Android
“Galaxy is better
“More apps and free music”
“Better camera more things to do”
“More features”
“Display is better”
“Easy to customize”
“Better pictures”
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